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Abstract:

Different Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms have been proposed over time. Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) represents one of the main QoS mechanisms developed, and is based on a strategy of traffic
differentiation. Introduced in order to be used within DiffServ, the single rate Three Color Marker (srTCM)
represents a policer which meters the IP packet stream and marks the traffic with different drop
probabilities. This paper presents the technical aspects of implementing the srTCM in one of the most
important network simulation tools on the market, OPNET Modeller. Practical considerations and a test
case of the proposed implementation are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) represents a
scalable option for enabling QoS on the Internet.
The basic approach proposed by the DiffServ
mechanism is the differentiation of traffic based on
traffic classes (Blake, et al., 1998). These classes are
identified by the use of the Differentiated Service
Code Points (DSCP) introduced in (Nichols, Blake,
Baker and Black, 1998). Defined as the “externally
observable forwarding behavior applied to a
DiffServ node”, the forwarding path behavior is
identified as the Per Hop Behavior (PHB). Using
DSCP, DiffServ classifies each packet to a PHB at
every network node from the sender to the receiver
host.
Three important types of forwarding behavior or
PHB have been standardized over time. These are
the Default (DF) PHB, the Assured Forwarding (AF)
PHB and the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB.
The AF PHB is defined in four different PHB
groups with three PHBs in each group (Heinanen,
Baker, Weiss and Wroclawski, 1999). The PHB
groups are named AF classes and the three PHBs
defined in a class represent drop precedence levels
for that particular class. The introduction of AF
classes gives service providers the possibility to
differentiate between the offered services.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
introduces also a series of specific implementers like

traffic markers and traffic shapers, in order to
support the functional requests of the PHBs.
Three different types of markers are introduced:
single rate Three Color Marker (srTCM) in
(Heinanen and Guerin, 1999a), two rate Three Color
Marker (trTCM) by (Heinanen and Guerin, 1999b)
and Time Sliding Window Three Color Marker
(TSWTCM) in (Fang, Seddigh and Nandy, 2000).
All the presented markers were intended to mark
packets that are treated by the AF PHB. Each of
them meters a traffic stream and marks packets to be
green, yellow or red. In the specific case of the AF
PHB, the color is coded as the drop precedence of
the packet. The main difference between the
proposed markers is the specific use of rates and
parameters in order to mark the packets.
OPNET Modeler represents nowadays one of the
most used simulation tools for network researchers
(OPNET, 2012). OPNET currently supports the
DiffServ mechanism, but it does not have an
implementation of the three markers previously
presented. Because of this drawback, some broader
simulation scenarios, like the examples proposed by
(Babiarz, Chan and Baker, 2006) could not be
analyzed.
The current work presents some practical
considerations on how to implement the srTCM
behavior in OPNET Modeler. Illustrated are also
some concepts that will further help researchers to
implement other types of markers, for example the
trTCM.
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The paper is organized as follow. In section 2
practical considerations are illustrated on how to
implement srTCM in OPNET Modeler. In section 3
we will test our implementation. Concluding
remarks are given in section 4.

(XBS). Because XBS represents the total volume of
the two token buckets, EBS must be equal to the
difference between XBS and CBS.
In what follows we present the pseudo code used
for implementing srTCM in OPNET Modeler.
Pseudo code used for updating the token bucket:

2

IMPLEMENTATION

The configuration of the srTCM is done by
assigning three traffic parameters: the Committed
Information Rate (CIR), the Committed Burst Size
(CBS) and Excess Burst Size (EBS). The way in
which the marker should work is presented in
(Heinanen and Guerin, 1999a). The behavior is
specified in terms of two token buckets: a bucket
“C” associated with the CBS value, and a bucket
“E” associated with EBS. Both buckets share a
common rate CIR.
Initially the token count for each bucket equals
the maximum size of that token bucket, meaning that
both buckets are full. The token count for bucket C
(TC) equals CBS and for bucket E (TE) equals EBS.
The token counts TC and TE are updated CIR times
per second in the following manner: if TC is less
than CBS, TC is incremented with one token, else if
TE is less than EBS then TE is incremented with one
token. If both token counts are at their maximum
values then neither TE nor TC can be incremented.
Figure 1 illustrates the srTCM operations.

total tokens = total tokens + CIR *
(simulation time – update time);
update time = simulation time;
if (total tokens > CBS)
{if (debt > 0)
{if (total tokens - CBS >= debt)
{total tokens = CBS;
Debt = 0;}
else
{debt = debt – (total tokens – CBS);
total tokens = CBS;}
}
else total tokens = CBS;
}

The first part of the pseudo code is in charge of
updating the token bucket; this code is already
partially implemented in OPNET as part of the CAR
algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates the behaviour of the
implemented srTCM in OPNET.
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Figure 1: The operations of srTCM.

OPNET implements a policer using the
Committed Access Rate (CAR) algorithm (OPNET,
2010). This type of policer enables the device to
limit any input or output transmission rate on a
specific interface. More information on how the
CAR algorithms functions can be found in the Cisco
documentation (Cisco, 2012). So as to implement
the srTCM algorithm in OPNET we are going to
start from the already implemented CAR algorithm.
The only difference that exists between the
srTCM
specification
and
our
OPNET
implementation is that in the latter case the EBS is
not specified directly, but must be derived from
another parameter, named Extended Burst Size
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Figure 2: Implementation of srTCM.

The variable total tokens implements
simultaneously two functions. First it is used to
register the total amount of tokens that are available
after a certain amount of time. And secondly, it is
used to implement the token bucket C (as is defined
in the RFC), where the value of this variable
represents in fact what is defined as TC. This
variable ranges from the value ‘0’ (when no tokens
are available in bucket C) to a value equal to CBS
(when the bucket is full).
The debt variable presented in the pseudo-code,
represents the free space in the second bucket
(bucket E). The value of this variable can be used to
retrieve the value of TE, where TE is equal to EBS
minus the value of debt. The variable debt ranges
from a value equal to EBS (when no tokens are
available in bucket E), to a value of ‘0’ (when
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MODEL
L TESTING
G

In order to test the presenteed implementtation we
con
nstructed a sim
mulation scennario that usess as edge
poliicing the mod
dified CAR alggorithm which
h behaves
as a srTCM marrker. The netw
work topology
y used to
testt our implemeentation can bbe seen in figu
ure 3. All
the links in the topology are 1100BaseT dup
plex links
whiich operate at 100 Mbbps, except for the
botttleneck link connecting thhe two routeers in the
cen
nter of the topo
ology. This boottleneck link is a point
to point
p
DS1 link
k which operat
ates at 1.544 Mbps.
M
Four pairs of traffic sourcees and sinks arre

Figu
ure 3: Network Topology.

defi
fined. All the traffic flows from the serv
ver (right
han
nd side) to the client (left haand side).
Table 1 presents
p
thee associated
d traffic
paraameters. All the
t traffic is ddefined as belo
onging to
the Assured Forrwarding (AFF) class 2, haaving the
low
west level of drrop probability
ty (AF 21). Th
he srTCM
imp
plementation should
s
be ablle to mark a packet
p
as
con
nforming (keep
p the AF21 cclass) if the paacket size
is smaller than TC. The biggesst possible vallue of TC
is CBS,
C
that in th
his scenario is set to 1 Mbit.. The
Tab
ble 1: Traffic paarameters.

Serrver 1 Client 1
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Serrver 3 Client 3
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Pseuudo code used for
f the marking
g procedures:
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bucket E is full of tokeens).
Previiously we disccussed the double functionaality
of the tootal tokens vaariable. This duality
d
is useed in
the updaate of the token buckets. We
W can see inn the
presentedd pseudo coode that afteer the updatee of
tokens, aan if statemennt checks if th
he total amounnt of
tokens iis bigger thann the CBS. This
T
conditioon is
necessarry so as too comply with
w
the origginal
specificaations of the marker.
m
In thee simple case that
the valuue is less thaan CBS, no other actionss are
necessarry for updatingg the token bu
uckets.
On thhe other hand if the value iss bigger than C
CBS
it is cheecked whetherr the second bucket is fulll or
not. If thhe debt is biggger than zero, meaning thatt the
bucket is not full, the excess tokeens from the first
bucket aare put in the second buckeet up to the vvalue
Excess Burstt Size. If more
of the E
m
tokens than
necessarry are availablle, they are jusst ignored andd the
token coounts for both buckets (totall tokens and ddebt)
are put tto their maxim
mum value. Th
his being alsoo the
case wheen the two tookens buckets are full meanning
that totaal tokens is bigger than CB
BS and that debt
equals too 0.
Next the pseudo code
c
used for implementingg the
actual ddecision makking or the actual markking
procedurre is presentedd.
Origiinally it is assumed thaat the packeet is
conform
ming or “greenn“. It is then checked wheether
the packket size is lesss than the to
oken count off the
first buccket. If this is true thee packet sizee is
subtracteed from thee total amo
ount of tokkens.
Howeverr, if the packeet size exceed
ds the value off the
total tokkens variablee, it is check
ked if there are
enough ttokens in the second buckeet. This is donne by
comparinng the value of the debt variable pluss the
packet size against thhe EBS. If thee value is biggger,
the packket is marked as
a violating, or
o “red”, and iff the
value is less, then the packet is marrked as exceedding
or “yelloow”.

constan
nt (1000)
(x1 objject
/page)
uniform
m (2000,
10000)) (x7
objectss/ page)
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packets should be marked as exceeding (AF 22
class) if the size is bigger than TC, but not bigger
than TE. The value associated with the XBS in this
case is 50 Mbit. And finally, the packet should be
marked as violating (AF23 class) when the packet
size exceeds both TC and TE.
Figure 4 presents the statistics collected at the
Client Backbone node. We can see in figure 4 that
the srTCM implementation marks the traffic flow
with three different DSCPs depending of the volume
of traffic and on the value of the three parameters
(CIR, CBS and EBS).
The traffic of the AF 2 class associated with the
lowest level of drop precedence (AF21) is colored
green and varies slightly above the value of the
defined CIR of 100000 bits. The highest value of
around 200000 bits can be noticed in the first
seconds of the simulation. This type of behavior is
normal, because in the beginning the first token
bucket is full and tokens can be “borrowed” from
this bucket. But, after some time the bucket becomes
empty and since traffic is arriving faster than the
refill rate of the tokens, the bucket does not have
time to get refilled and the traffic will be marked as
“green” (AF21) only up to the value of the defined
CIR. However, we can notice that the green traffic is
constantly above this CIR. The reason for this is that
violating traffic marked as AF23 does not consume
any tokens, thus giving the chance to the token
bucket to accumulate tokens.
Concerning the second level of drop precedence
(AF22) colored yellow, we can see that the tokens
associated with this class are all consumed in the
first minute of the simulation. Afterwards, because
the traffic volume surpasses the CIR, the second
bucket does not get a chance to receive any tokens.
This type of behavior is due to the fact that the
srTCM recommendation specifies that the second
bucket can be refilled only if the first bucket is full.

Figure 4: Obtained results.
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This kind of problem can be avoided using
trTCM instead of srTCM. With trTCM each token
bucket has associated a distinct rate which refills the
bucket.
The third level of drop precedence AF23
(colored red) is associated will all the traffic which
does not receive tokens from any of the token
buckets. We can see that this type of marking starts
only after all the tokens are consumed.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The current paper presents an implementation of the
srTCM in OPNET Modeler. Pseudo code used for
this
implementation
is
presented.
The
implementation itself is tested to demonstrate the
accuracy of the implementation. The model testing
section of this paper demonstrates that the behavior
associated with the modified CAR algorithm is
identical to a srTCM behavior.
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